INTRODUCTION
Let C = (ai,j)i,) • l be a Cartan matrix of finite simply laced type, let ~" be the quantized enveloping algebra over Q(v) associated with C, and let ?~/+ be its positive part. Let ~' be the canonical basis of ~+, and let ~* be the dual of ~ with respect to the standard inner product of fl "+ (see Section 2 for precise definitions).
In [BZ] , Berenstein and Zelevinsky studied multiplicative properties of ~* for type A, centering around the following notions: two elements of ~'* are said to quasi-commute if they commute up to a twist (i.e., a power of u) and to be multiplicative if their product equals an element of ~'* up to a twist. Berenstein and Zelevinsky conjectured that two elements of ~3" quasi-commute if and only if they are multiplicative. The validity of this conjecture implies the existence of a subset 3 of 3" such that each element of ~* equals a quasi-commuting product of elements of ~,~ up to a twist.
This conjecture was verified in [BZ] for types A 2 and M3; furthermore, in these cases ~ can be chosen as the set of so-called quantum minors (see Section 4).
The aim of this paper is to develop some further tools for the study of 2" (Section 4) and to prove parts of the conjecture:
We prove that two quasi-commuting elements of ~'* are multiplicative provided one of the elements is a "small" quantum minor (Theorem 5.4) .
Concerning the existence of a subset ~ as above, we show that "a lot of" elements of 3" (i.e., subjected to some linear inequalities if paramet34 0021-8693/99 $30.00 135 terized by functions on the positive root system) can be written as a quasi-commuting product of quantum minors (Theorem 6.1).
But in contrast to the cases considered in [BZ] , one cannot expect to get all elements of ~'* as products of quantum minors for general A,,; we give an example for type A 4 (Section 7).
Our main working tool is Ringel's Hall algebra approach (see Section 3). In particular, we use the connection between 52 and degenerations of representations of quivers already used in the construction of ~' in [L1] and the description of the colored graph structure of ~' in terms of representations of quivers given in JR].
These methods provide a partial explanation for why, for some questions, ~3'* is more accessible than ~g2 (see the remark following Proposition 4.2).
The results of this work show a main advantage of the Hall algebra approach as pointed out by Ringel: the parameterization of elements of ~;~* by representations of quivers gives them some extra structure, which makes it possible to control the combinatorics involved.
RECOLLECTIONS FROM [BZ]
In this section we first recall some general facts concerning X/+ (see [L] ), thereby fixing some notations. Then we define the dual canonical basis and collect some results from [BZ] .
We denote by E, for i ~ I the generators of ?/+ subjected to the quantized Serre relations. Then ~l + is Nt-graded by setting the degree of E, equal to el; for homogeneous elements x of ~'+ we denote the degree of x by Ix[. The Cartan matrix C defines an inner product (d, e) ~ d'e on N I.
Let A: g/+ ~ f+ ~(~) ?/+ be the Q(a)-algebra map given by 2x(E,) = E, ® 1 + 1 ® E i for all i, where the algebra structure on f/+ ® ~/+ is defined by (x ® x'). (y ® y') = vlx'H>l(xy) ® (x'y') on homogeneous elements.
Then there exists a unique Q(v)-bilinear form (,) on ?/+ satisfying (Ei, Ej) = 6,.j(1 -t, 2)-1 and (x, yy') = (A(x), y a y'), where (,) is extended to the tensor product by the rule (x ® x', y ® y') = (x, y)-(x', y').
For all i e I, there exists an operator L, on ~'+ adjoint to left multiplication by E, with respect to (,) (see [L] , Sect. 1.2.13); for r > 0 we set L~ r) = (Jr]!) ~Lf. The operator L i is locally nilpotent, so for all x e ?/+, we can define l,(x) as the maximal 1 such that L{O(x) 4= 0. Since Li fulfills a quantized Leibniz rule, L{l~(xy) is a sum of expressions of the form t, DL{,')(x)L{I-')(y) for t = 0... 1 and D e Z on homogeneous elements.
Thus the function l~ is additive on products of homogeneous elements. By dualizing ([L], Sect. 14.3.2 and 22.1.7) it is easy to see that for all b~2and r>0wehave for some ~ ~J2* and D ~ Z.
HALL ALGEBRAS
In this section we briefly recall some basic facts on representations of quivers (see, e.g., [Ri2] ) and the results of Ringel and Green on Hall algebras (see, e.g., [Ril] , [Ri3] ).
Let Q be a quiver with an underlying unoriented graph of type C, and let k be an algebraically closed field; we consider the category mod kQ of k-representations of Q. 
given as
Green's description of the (twisted) bialgebra structure of ~/+ (see [Ri3] )
shows that the bases BQ are orthogonal:
Lusztig's construction of ~' in [L1] gives a parameterization of 2 (and thus of ~*) by kQ-representations; we write ~' = {~IMI: [M] an isoclass in kQ}.
In the following, we will frequently use the degeneration order on the set of isomorphism classes of representations of a fixed dimension type: M < N if and only if the orbit of N in the variety of all representations of a fixed dimension is contained in the closure of the orbit of M (see, e.g., [B] for a precise definition and a representation-theoretic characterization of this order).
GENERAL FACTS ON MULTIPLICATION IN ~'*
In this section, we use the orthogonality of the bases BQ to dualize some well-known facts on ~' to statements for ~'*. These provide a frame for the more detailed examinations of the following sections.
It 
This fact dualizes to the following statement for ~*:
LEMMA 4.1. For any module M,
Proof. Writing ~g~[~vt I = E[M, ]bM, tZ~,E[M, ]
and evaluating the scalar
Since every module degenerates to a semisimple one, we can prove the claimed properties of the coefficients tXN M by a downward induction on the degeneration ordering: in the case where N is _< -maximal, i.e., Denoting by ~ (resp. p) the natural inclusion (resp. projection), we can define a map
Aut(M@U) ~7f, g~ (g~,pg-1).
This map is easily seen to be surjective with fibers of cardinality equal to the number of homomorphisms from M to N, i.e., v 2<M' X}.
This yields the formula for the coefficient of *
To prove the formula for the degree of the coefficients "x ~M,N, we multiply both sides of (*) by
after a short calculation this can be written as the following identity for all X':
E (u<M'M) <M"M')I~')(u<N'N)<N"N'?tzN')(aM')(aN') M'NM N'<N

X (L,Z<M'N})(FX, N,(U2))
= E (u<x'x}-<x"x')tzxx')(ax') X' <X xu(M~N,M~N) (X,X) U (N,M}+(M,N)lg X -X TM,N (all embraced terms belong to Z[uZ]).
Proceeding by a downward induction on X' with respect to the ordering < , we see that the formula is proved. | Remark. A similar statement can be proved for ~': if ~'EXl appears in the product ~EMININI with a nonzero coefficient, then G _< X for G the generic extension of M by N, i.e., the uniquely determined extension with minimal dimension of its space of endomorphisms.
This gives a partial explanation for the conjecturally better multiplicative properties of ~'* compared to 2: "good" properties of modules (for example, vanishing of spaces of homomorphisms or extensions) get lost by degenerating. But they are often preserved under deformation, which, for example, allows us to estimate the degree of the coefficients ~,x N in some "good" situations. The result in the next section is based on these considerations.
The Q-automorphism -of ~/+ defined by E~ = E i and ~ = v -1 fixes each element of 3 ([L], Sect. 14.2.3). We will now prove a dual result for j@~*.
Besides the Q-involution -of f/+, we also have the Q(v)-anti-involution cr of f/+ given by o-(E,) = E i. 
{x, y} = ( -v)-' lXrv-lX
(The original formula simplifies slightly for finite simply laced types.) Using the fact that all elements of ~' are fixed under -we can compute [vlb*l'lb'l/2C~b,b,. In [BZ] it is proved that all A(I, J) belong to J~2* and that
(F e, o'( b') ) = ( --v)trlb*lvlb*l'l~'l/2{~, b'} = ( -v)mb*lv Ib*llb'l/2 ( b*, b') = (--v)trlb~
Since (o-(x), or(y)) = (x, y) we get (cr(b~-),b ') = (--V)"lb
A(I, YU{i}\{i+l}), i~S,i+l~S,
)~vdx(I' J) = O, else.
A short calculation using the description of ~, above shows that the same holds if A(I, J) is replaced by * g'EM(1,J)I for M(I,J) as defined above.
Induction on the dimension shows that these elements of ~.~* are in fact the same. | MARKUS REINEKE
SMALL QUANTUM MINORS
In this section we show how the general statements proved so far can be combined to prove part of the conjecture of Berenstein and Zelevinsky. Using the definitions of the coefficients 5,MXN and /x M, we can write down a recursive formula for ~/x N as follows (see Proposition 4.2):
Note that as a consequence of Green's calculation of the comultiplication in g/+ (see [Ri3] ) we see that m x belongs to Z [v, v-l] . Note that this statement holds independently of the orientation of the quiver; so we can consider projective (resp. injective) modules for different orientations. This yields the following result. Proof. We only treat the first case of a small quantum minor from the definition; the second case is dual. So assume b~ = k(I, J), where In this section we construct "a lot of" elements of ~'* for type A by studying the relation between the order given by the values p/ and the degeneration order on modules for the quiver Qn. (We say that elements g[~ll for M satisfying the conditions above belong to the 'standard chamber.' This is reminiscent of the results of Berenstein and Zelevinsky for type A 2 and A3, where 2" can be partitioned into chambers given as quasicommuting products of a fixed subset of the set of quantum minors.)
Proof.
We proceed by an induction on the number of points n of the quiver Q,; for n = 1 there is nothing to prove. (where E,+~,~ is defined as 0), we see that the condition N<M is equivalent to the existence of nonnegative integers (x,j)~ < ~ < j < n such that (and analogously for M). So £max... j~max(N ) (resp. applied to M) equals the module N' given by % ~ i < j < n Ei~" (same for M).
